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The paper deals with the following: (I) If S is a subnormal operator on 2, 
then a(s) = W(S) = Alg Lat S. (II) If L E (G!(S), o-wet)*, then there exist 
vectors a and b in .X’ such that L(T) = (T a, b) for every T in W(S). (III) In 
addition to I the map i(T) = T is a homeomorphism from (a(S), o-wot) onto 
(W(S), wot). (IV) If S is not a reductive normal operator, then there exists a 
cyclic invariant subspace for S that has an open set of bounded point evalua- 
tions. (This open set can be constructed to be as large as possible.) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Brown [4] has shown that every subnormal operator S on a Hilbert 
space .x? has a nontrivial invariant subspace. By generalizing his duality results 
we shall show that every nonreductive subnormal operator has a rich supply of 
“analytic” invariant subspaces. There are enough of these subspaces that we 
are able to prove that every subnormal operator is reflexive. Furthermore our 
generalizations of Brown’s duality results enable us to answer a question of 
Bram [3]. (Also consult [6].) W e shall show that the weak-star closed 
algebra generated by S is precisely the algebra generated by S in the weak 
operator topology. (Furthermore the topologies are equivalent on this algebra.) 
I f  the reader’s main interest lies in seeing the proof that subnormals are reflexive 
and/or lies in seeing how these analytic subspaces are constructed, then we 
suggest that he (or she) first read Section 2 through Lemma 6 and then proceed 
to Section 3. One may also find some satisfaction in skipping the proof of 
Lemma 6 on a first reading until one sees how it is used in the proof of Lemma 9. 
(Lemma 6 is also used to obtain Theorem 1.) 
It seems appropriate to begin by summarizing Brown’s proof of the invariant 
subspace theorem in order to motivate our duality results. Before we do this, it 
will be necessary to introduce some basic notions. 
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Throughout this paper all Hilbert spaces are separable. The set of bounded 
linear operators on X is denoted 93(Z). The weak operator topology, abbre- 
viated wot, is the topology defined by the seminorms 
where x1 , x2 ,..., x, , y1 ,..., yn vary through all finite subsets of %. The 
u-weak operator topology, abbreviated u-wot, is defined by the seminorms 
where {xk} and { yJ vary over all sequences in X whose norms are square 
summable. Let 99r(Z) denote the Banach space of trace-class operators on Z 
with the trace norm. It is well known that the dual space of gI(X) is 9(.X) 
via the action: if T E g(X), then L,: .9&(X) -+ @ is given by L,(B) = Tr(TB) 
for all B E al(X). (Here Tr(TB) d enotes the trace of the operator TB.) It is a 
standard exercise to show the weak-star topology on g(X) is equivalent to the 
a-weak topology. 
If T E g(X), let G!(T) denote the a-wot closure of the polynomials in T. Let 
YP”( T) denote the wot closure of 02(T) and let PY*( T) denote the von Neumann 
algebra generated by T. Let G!(T), d enote the set {B E .!&(X): Tr(LB) = 0 for all 
L E a(T)}. By the discussion above we see that (G!(T), a-wet)* is the Banach 
space %WWVL . 
Let S be a subnormal operator on the space 3 with N its minimal normal 
extension on the space X. The scalar spectral measure of N will always be 
denoted by p. If P”(p) denotes the weak-star closure of the polynomials in 
Lm(p) (= Ll(p)*), then a(N) = {y(N): y E P”(,z)} and the map p7 --f v(N) is 
an isometric isomorphism and weak-star homeomorphism. Since QZ(N)jm = 
a(S), the map v = y(S) from P”(p) onto Q(S) is also an isometric isomorphism 
and weak-star homeomorphism [6]. 
We now are ready to outline Brown’s remarkable proof. For this discussion 
only, let us say that a subnormal operator S has property B if 
(i) the spectrum of S, denoted a(S), consists entirely of approximate 
point spectrum; 
(ii) P”(p) = Hm, where Hm is the classical Hardy space of bounded 
analytic functions on the open unit disc D; 
(iii> II P(S)// = II P hm for all P E H”. (Here, of course, )/ // denotes 
the appropriate operator norm and supremum norm, respectively.) 
Using the machinery in [6], one can verify that if every subnormal operator 
of type B has an invariant subspace, then every subnormal operator has one. 
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(The nontrivial part of the verification is why it is sufficient to consider those 
operators satisfying (iii). An argument based on the material of [6] can be 
found in [Ill.) Brown then handles these operators of type B via the following 
factorization theorem about the predual of G?(S). 
BROWN'S THEOREM. Let S be a subnormal operator of type B on 8. Let 
L E @(yi”)/C!(S), = (a(S), a-wet)*. Then there exist vectors a and b in Z? such 
that 
L(T) = (Ta, b) 
for every T in a(S). 
Using the fact that point evaluations in the open unit disc are weak-star con- 
tinuous linear functionals, one can now easily produce invariant subspaces. 
The work in this paper began with our efforts to determine which subnormal 
operators S, other than those of type B, have such a nice representation theorem 
for the predual of 02(S). Th e answer turns out to be all of them. 
If X and Y are Banach spaces and T: X* -+ Y* is an isometric isomorphism 
that is also a weak-star homeomorphism, then the restriction of T* to Y is an 
isometric isomorphism from Y onto X. Let 
P’(p),. = f f~ L’(p): 1 Tf dp = 0 for each y  E P”(p) 1. 
Using the last result and the natural maps described earlier, we see that Ll(p)/ 
f’%L (- W4d and ~d~)MS), are isometrically isomorphic. (Recently, 
Ando [I] has shown that all preduals of Hm are isometrically isomorphic. 
Combining this fact with Grothendieck’s result [8] that La has a unique predual, 
one can easily verify that a(S) also does by using the methods in [6].) (The facts 
stated in this paragraph are not crucial to the results in this paper. All the argu- 
ments involving the predual of 02(S) in this paper could be done strictly in the 
function space.) 
The following theorem is our generalization of Brown’s representation theorem 
for the predual of 02(S). 
THEOREM 1. Let L E (02(S), a-wet)*. Th ere exist vectors a and b in Z and a 
universaE constant C (<2 . 21‘7 such that 11 a 11 < C/j L ll1/z and (I b jl < C j/L j11/2 
and 
L(T) = (Ta, b) (1) 
for each T in GZ(S). 
Remark. This theorem can be proved easily in the case where S is the 
unilateral shift. First, each L in (a(S), a-wet)* is represented by a function h 
in Ll(m). (Here m denotes normalized Lebesgue measure on aD.) By Szegij’s 
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theorem there exists a functionf in H2(m) such that / f  1 3 ( h 11j2 almost every- 
where. Defining g in L2(m) appropriately, we have h = ft. Letting a equal f 
and 6 equal the projection of g into H2(m), we see that 
L(T) = (Tu, b) 
for each T in a(S). 
The proof of this theorem and related results constitute the major part of 
the second section of this paper. 
Bram [3] has shown that every operator in 94’(S) is the restriction of an opera- 
tor in w*(N). H e asks whether the latter operator is actually in -w(N). Since 
?YN) = 0!(N) and a(N = a(S), th’ IS is equivalent to the condition a(S) = 
w(S). The following theorem answers this question of Conway and Olin 
[6, Question 10.11. It follows from Theorem 1 by using an idea of Sarason 
[15, Proposition 2.31. 
THEOREM 2. For every subnormal operator S, the mapping i(T) = T is a 
homeomorphism from (a(S), a-wot) onto (W(S), wot). 
Proof. We first show Q(S) is wot closed. Suppose (Tj} is a net in 0!(S) 
that converges weakly to the operator T. I f  L E (Cl!(S), o-wet)*, choose vectors 
a and b in Z satisfying (1) of Theorem 1. It follows that 
I’(L) = (Ta, b) = lim(T+, b) 
is a well-defined, bounded linear functional on 99r(X)/fl(S), . Therefore, r is 
represented by some operator f  (5’) in a(S). 
For x, y  in ti, let L,, be defined on a(S) by 
&c,(R) = (Rx, Y>. 
Clearly L,, E (G(S), a-wet)*, so 
W,,) = Lcu(f (S)) = <f 6% Y>- 
But one can easily verify that I’(L,,) = (TX, y), since x and y  are arbitrary 
elements of X’, T = f(S). 
Because the wot topology is weaker that the o-wot topology, clearly i is 
continuous. If  (Tj} is a net of operators converging wot to the operator T, then 
clearly by Theorem 1 and the fact that 0!(S) = w(S), we have L(T,) +L(T) 
for each L in (G!(S), a-wet)*. Hence i has a continuous inverse. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 2 applies to any operator T such that the 
predual of GI( T) has a representation like that of Theorem 1. 
The final section of this paper is devoted to the proof of the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Every subnormal operator is reflexive. 
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Recall that Lat T denotes the set of invariant subspaces for an operator T and 
Alg Lat T consists of those operators R such that Lat R 1 Lat T. An operator T 
is reflexive if Alg Lat T = W(T). Th eorem 3 demonstrates another property 
that subnormals inherit from their normal extensions [13]. The proof of this 
theorem is constructive in the following sense: it gives a concrete representation 
of a particular class of subspaces in Lat S that determine w(S). (See [2] for a 
related result.) I f  P”(p) = H”, then each of these determining subspaces can be 
thought of as analytic functions on the entire open unit disc. 
2. THE PREDUAL OF P”(p) 
We begin by considering a subnormal operator S on 8 whose minimal 
normal extension N is equal to multiplication by x, denoted M, , on the space 
L2(p). We also assume that Pm(p) = Hm. (Throughout the paper we will draw 
heavily on the results in [6, 141 concerning the weak-star closure of the poly- 
nomials. However, a brief discussion seems in order as to what (the canonical 
case) P”(p) = H” means. First of all, spt p C D. If  m denotes normalized 
Lebesgue measure on aD, the boundary of the open unit disc, then p laD is 
absolutely continuous with respect to m. Furthermore, if z E D and g E H”, 
then I &)I < II g IIu , where II g I],, denotes the essential supremum norm of g in 
L”(p). Hence, sup,,e 1 g(z)] = 11 g ]IL( for all g E Hoc. Finally, a net of polynomials 
{pa) converges weak-star in L”(m) if and only if {pa} converges weak-star in 
L”(p). That is, H” and Pm(p) have the same set of functions and their respective 
weak-star topologies are equivalent.) Since the operators of multiplication by x 
on two L2-spaces are unitarily equivalent if and only if the measures are mutually 
absolutely continuous, we can assume there exists a Bore1 set I’C aD such that 
Let X be any nonempty compact subset of aD such that m(X\r) = 0. 
Let {In} denote the countable collection of pairwise disjoint open subarcs of 
aD such that 
aD\x=UJn. 
Let I, denote the chord joining the endpoints of J,, . Let G denote the union of 
the regions bounded by the In’s and In’s. For 0 < Y < 1, let A, = {z E D: Y < 
\zI <I}andletG,=GnA,. 
LEMMA 1. Let E, Y belong to (0, 1). For each eie in aD\X there exists ye < 1 
(y,, = ~,,(t, I, ~9)) such that 
+\GJ < c 
for each representing measure r for evaluation of polynomials at peie for 1 > p > r. . 
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Prooj. Without loss of generality we can assume eie = 1. Since the function 
(1+2)/2 peaks at the point 1, we can choose Y,, < 1 and rz > 0 so that (1 +Y,,)” > 
2”(1 - c/2) and I( 1 + z)“I < 2”-4 on D\G, . Let p be any number such that 
1 > p 3 Y,, and Q- a representing measure for the point p. We compute 
< ; G\G,) + (1 - @\G,)). 
It follows that T(D\G,) < c/(2 - C) < E. 
Remark. An examination of the proof above shows that on each compact 
subset K of Jn , there exists Y, = Y,,(E, Y, K). 
For s > 0, let G,, denote the set of those z in G, such that 7(D\G,.) < s for 
each representing measure 7 for evaluation at z. For each X in D let e, denote the 
weak-star continuous linear functional of evaluation at h on Pm(p). Let @(L’(ml,)) 
denote the closed unit ball ofLr(m Ir) and let 
g = {ce, : / c ; = I, x E G,,q n a(S)) U ~@(L’(wz ir)), 
Remark. We shall identify U(p) functions in P”(p)* via the quotient map. 
Note that 99 depends on Y and s which we now fix. 
LEMMA 2. The closed convex hull of 9 equals the unit ball of P”(p).+ , 
Proof. Suppose the result is false. Then by [12, Theorem 3.71 there exist v 
in El” and.&, in the unit ball of Pm(p)* such that 
I L&d > 1 2 SUP{1 -&)I: L E a!>. (2.1) 
The first inequality implies /I v l/w > 1. This in turn implies there exists a 
measurable subset F of aD with the following properties: 
m(F) > 0, (2.2) 
I 94eie)l > 1 for each eie in F, (2.3) 
lim p)(z) = v(eie) 
.z+e@ 
for each eie in F, (2.4) 
where the limit is taken through any Stolz angle. ff m(F n T’) > 0, define 
g EL’@ 11-1 by 
I 
1 9?(4 
g(4 = WnF)m’ 
ZEFnr 
0, z E r\F. 
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Clearly g E g, but jgp, dp > 1, a contradiction to (2.1). Thus we may assume 
m(Fn r) = 0. Consequently, m(Fn X) = 0. 
Hence we can assume there exist an integer n, and a compact set K C Jn, n F 
with p(K) = 0 while m(K) > 0. Without loss of generality, we assume 
lim,,,(m(K n C,)/h) = 1, where C, denotes the open arc centered at 1 of 
length h. (See [9, Theorem 18.21.) By Szegii’s theorem there exists a function 
I,& in Hm with 
I 
1 on K 
/#II= 1 
2 II v IL 
on aD\K 
almost everywhere m. Note then the essential supremum norm of &cp (taken 
with respect to the measure p laD) is less than or equal to 4. 
Let W be a closed arc on aD with K C WC Jn, . By Lemma 1, there exists 
r0 < 1 such that peie E G,, for all p > r0 and for all eie E W. Since the function 
(1 + 2)/2 peaks at 1, there exists a positive integer n, such that the function 
& = ((1 + 2)/2)“1 has modulus less than l/2 /I 9 /jm for each z E iJ with x outside 
the region R = {pets: ye < p < 1, eie E W}. Let #a = &r& . 
The function #a has the following properties: 
IIv$lim > 1. (2.5) 
For each x E D\R we have 1 I&(Z)/ < $. (2.6) 
The essential sup norm (with respect to p lsD) of $a is less than 
or equal to 4. (2.7) 
The essential supremum norm (with respect to p jR) of z,& is less 
than or equal to 1. (Use the second inequality of 2.1.) (2.8) 
Combining (2.6)-(2.8) we see that essential supremum norm of #a (with respect 
to p) is less than or equal to 1. Since 11 $a 11% > 1 and P”(y) = Hm, this is a 
contradiction. 
For elements a and b in L2(p), let a @ b denote the element of P(p)* whose 
action on an element f of Pm(p) is given by sfu& dp. 
Suppose T E .%Y(.X) and T is bounded below. If 0 E u(T), then 
Tn-‘.A?- 0 T”X # {0} (2.9) 
for n = 1, 2,... . To see this, fix n > 1 and note that Tn is bounded below. 
Hence the map x -+ Tn-kc, for x E X induces a similarity between the operators 
T and T ITn--1;4. Therefore 0 E a(T IT,+lx). 
Let /I . I]* denote the quotient norm on P(p)* . 
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LEMMA 3. Let X E a(S) n D be such that S - X is bounded below. Let 
vn E (S - h)“-1e%’ @ (S - A)%&! with Ij v, II2 = 1. Then 
1 vu, I2 dp represents evaluation at X for functions in P(p). (2.10) 
v, --+ 0 weakly in L2(p). (2.11) 
lim 11 a @ v,xe II* = 0 for every a gL2(p) and for every Bore1 set B C D. 
n-too 
(2.12) 
lim 11 v, @ bXa /i* = 0 for every b E L2(p) and for every Bore1 set B C D. 
n+cc 
(2.13) 
Proof. (2.10) For each polynomial p we have 
s P I a;‘, I2 G = ((P - (A)) vu, > vn> + P(U~, 7 v,> 
= 0 + p(h). 
Taking weak-star limits, we obtain the conclusion. 
(2.11) Observe that {vn} is an orthonormal sequence. 
(2.12) Let E > 0. Let B, = B n A, . A routine argument from measure 
theory shows there exists Y,, < 1 such that I/ a,yBTO I/ < E. Let F = B\B,, . 
It is easy to find a positive integer Mr such that j Cq, c,zm 1 < C/I/ a /I2 on F if 
Z ) c, I2 ,< 1. Since o, + 0 weakly in L2(p), there exists a positive integer 111, 
such that l(zmaxF , v,)l < E/M, for m = I,..., Ml and n > M2. 
Let f = .ZC+P belong to P=(p) with l/f /I;0 < 1. Then for n > M2 , 
(2.13) The proof is similar to that of (2.12). 
LEMMA 4. Let X E U(S) n D be such that S - X is not bounded below. Let 
(xJ be a sequence in 2 with 11 x, /I2 = 1 for all n and such that lim,,,II(S--X)x,11, = 
0. Then we have 
lim 11 e, - x, @ x, I/* = 0. n+cc 
$ I! x,b II, = 0 for every b E L2(p) such that b(h) = 0. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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If W is an open subset of D with h E W 
then lim 
s n-+m b\W 
I x, I2 dp = 0. (2.16) 
Furthermore, if /3 E a(S) n D with /? # h and { yJ is a sequence in
Z with 11 yn iI2 = 1 for aZZ n such that lim,,,lj(S - /I) yn l/a = 0, 
then 
pi II %Yn Ill = 0. (2.17) 
Proof. (2.14) Let f E Pa(p) with II f Ilrn < 1. Using the maximum modulus 
principle, we have 
2 
G l---/Al I /~--lI~x,12d~ 
2 
d 1--jh! IICZ - 4 %I II2 II xn II2 
= 1 ?I x / KS - 4 %a II2 . 
(2.15) Let E > 0. Since b(X) = 0 and the measure I b I2 dp is regular, 
there exists a neighborhood NA of h such that sNA I b I2 dp < E. We compute: 
f I 4 I 4 = j- 
NA 
I x2 I dtL + I,, I xnb I 4 
G 11 X, 112 /I bxiv, l/z + /I xnx6\N~ 112 11 b112 
< 6 + /I Xnxb\N,j /lz 11 b112 - 
For all n sufficiently large, we have I/ xnxb ,NA \I2 II b II2 < E. Otherwise, for infinitely 
many n, Il(S - A) x, l/a is greater than E/II b \I2 times the distance from h to 
D\N, > a contradiction. 
(2.16) This follows from an argument similar to the one used in the last 
part of the proof of (2.15). 
(2.17) Let U and V be disjoint open discs contained in D with h E U and 
/3 E V. Then 
/ j- I xnyn I 4 j G I,, I xnyn I 4 + s,,, I xnyn I & 
G II %LXB\u II2 II Yn II2 + II %I I12 I/ YnXb\V II2 . 
We see that each of these last summands goes to zero as n + co from (2.16). 
580/37/3-3 
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LEMMA 5. There exists a vector f E &’ such that 1 f 1 > 0 almost everywhere p. 
For each vector h EL’+ Ir) and E > 0 there exists g E X such that 
almost everywhere (m) on r. 
Proof. Using a result of Chaumat [5, Proposition 4, Chap. I], we see there 
exists f E 2 with (If \I2 < 1 such that kdp < fdp for every k in %. Since M, 
onL2(p) is the minimal normal extension of S, clearly If I > 0 almost everywhere 
(~1). To prove the rest of the lemma we may assume h > 0. 
Define a countable collection of sets I’i,* as follows: for i > 0 let 
andfori>O,j> 1 welet 
Clearly the rij’.s are pairwise disjoint and ui,i rii = I’. By Szegii’s theorem for 
each (i, j) there exists vi9 E H” such that 
h+e 
Ifl 
z E rij 
I Vij I = 
E 
m’n . 1 2i2j1 2i2tlfl I 
z qrij . 
Multiplying vij by an appropriate power of a, we can assume II vijfxo 11 < 1/2i2i. 
Clearly Cjxi ]I tpiif II: < CO. Hence Ci,i yiif = &xi vuf converges in %“, 
say to the vector g. If z E rij , then 
I g(z)l 2 I Pijf(z)l - C I Pbf (‘11 
(1,P)di.j) 
= h(z). 
A similar computation shows I g(z)/ < h(z) + 2~. 
Convention. Many times in the rest of this paper we will end up with estimates 
of the form f >, Cg, where f and g are functions and C is some positive constant 
depending on f and g. It then follows that g/f is a bounded function if we define 
O/O to be zero. 
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LEMMA 6. Let L E PE(p).+ and let dl ,..., di be functions in L2b). Let 6, E, cr, I 
belong to (0, 1) with c < +,, and 8 < &. Suppose there exist fmdms a and b in 
LB(~) such that 
II L - a 0 b II* < S4. (2.18) 
Then there exist functions x E 2 and y E L2(p IcTur) with the following properties: 
II x II2 < 17% (2.19) 
II b + Y II2 < &. II b II2 + 8a2> (2.20) 
I a + x I 3 (1 - 86) 1 u I (2.21) 
almost everywhere on I’, 
IIL-(a+x)O(b+~)Il* <E, (2.22) 
and 
II x 0 4xD /I* -=c E’ (2.23) 
for k = 1, 2 ,..., i. 
Proof. Clearly if p > Y and y EL”& IGpUr), then y EL~(c, Ic,ur). Observe 
that for any function g E U(p) that lim 
ciently close to 1, it follows that 
p+1 11 gxa, /II = 0. Thus, for all p suffi- 
IIL - @XD\A, 0 bxb\A, II* -=c a4. 
Therefore if there exist functions x E YF and y E L2(p IGpUr) for all sufficiently 
large p (x and y depend on p) with the properties 
II x II2 -=c 17% (2.19’) 
II bxD\a, +Y II2 < &II bxb\a, I12 + 8a2, (2.20’) 
I a + x I 2 (1 - 86) I a I (2.21’) 
almost everywhere on r, 
IIL - (axm,, + 4 0 (bxb,A, + y)lI, -c 42, (2.22’) 
II x 0 d,xb\a, II* < ,‘P for all k = 1, 2 ,..., i, (2.22’) 
then we can find functions x E 2 and y eL2(p jc,vr) satisfying (2.19)-(2.23). 
Hence, we can assume that 
uXA, = h/t, = 0 almost everywhere /*, (2.24) 
d kXA, = 0 almost everywhere CL. (2.25) 
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Let L, = L - a @ b. A plyin Lemma 2 with s = QE, we obtain g eLl(m I,-) 
and finite sequences {X ]$ {y $ and (cm}? so that ml, ml 
hn 5 4s) n ,G, , (2.26) 
Gn > 0, (2.27) 
II g Ill + c cm2 < a47 (2.28) 
IYml = 1, (2.29) 
IILl- (r: 3/mcm2eAm -k g )ll < & * (2.30) 
Order the h,‘s so that S - h, is bounded below for m = I,..., Ml and S - h, 
is not bounded below for m = Ml + I,..., M, . 
We start by approximating the term Cy ymcm2e, . Let 6, be a small positive 
number (to be determined later). Let vm, be an element of (a - h,)~--~%’ 0 
(z - h,JnX with 1) v,, iI2 = 1. We now define vr ,..., vMI by induction. Use 
Lemma 3 to choose n so that 
Clll% 0 bxolI* < 6, 7 (2.31) 
I %o(d < 4 for all j > Ml , (2.32) 
Cl II %I 0 4x0 II* < 6, for k = 1, 2 ,..., i. (2.33) 
Let v, = v,, . Suppose vr ,..,, v,,+~ have been defined. Use Lemma 3 to choose 
n so that: 
c?n II%n 0 bXLJ II* < 61, (2.34) 
&& 11 %I @ %xG, I/f < % for all p = I,..., m - 1, (2.35) 
cmc~ 11 %I @ vmnxGr Ii* < h for allp = l,..., m - 1, (2.36) 
G&l I<% 7 %,)I < 8, for all p = I,..., m - 1, (2.37) 
I %n(Ul < 6, for all j > Ml , (2.38) 
c?rII%no~kxDII* <aI for all k = I,..., i. (2.39) 
Let v, = v,, . Let x1 = Cp y~~v~ and y1 = CF c,v, . Note that (I x1 II: < 
a4 + W2% , II ~1 II; -=z a4 + W2& , and II x1 @ dkxD /I.+ < M,6, for all k = 
1 i. ,‘.., 
We now approximate the term Cz+, .ymcm2eAm . Let 6, be a small positive 
constant (to be determined later). For each m, MI + 1 < m < M, , let {wmn} 
be a sequence of unit vectors in X such that \l(S - X,) w,, II2 + 0 as n --+ co. 
By (2.14) and (2.16) of Lemma 4, there exists an integer nr such that for every 
m and for every n > n, , we have 
II eA m - %nn @ w,nnxG, It * < &* (2.40) 
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By (2.24) and (2.15) th ere exists an integer na so that for every m and for every 
n 3 n2, we have 
crnII%,~/Il < 62 9 (2.41) 
cmll wmdll, < 62 > (2.42) 
[and also using (2.38)] we have 
for each p and 4. Using (2.17) we see there exists an integer rz.a such that for 
every n > n3 we have 
CA2 II %a, Ill < 62 for every p # 4. G-4) 
Using (2.15) and (2.25) we see there exists an integer n4 such that for every 
n 3n4, 
cm II wmn 0 4cxo II* < 6, (2.45) 
for all m and for all K = I,..., i. Let n = max{n, , n2 , r.za , nl} and let w, = w,, 
for MI + 1 < m < M2 . Let x, = Cz+, ymc,,,wm and let ys = zz+, c,w, . 
Note that II x2 11: < 13~ + (M, - M,)2 8, , (I y2 11: < a4 + (M2 - M,)2 6, , and 
/j x2 @ dkxD II* < (M2 - Ml) 6, for all k = l,..., i. 
Let a,==a+x,+x, and b,=bxD+(y,+y2)xc,. We also set h= 
uaxr + c? Y&n2 / V~ I2 xr. We compute, using (2.10) (2.24), and inequalities 
(2.31) through (2.44): 
IIL - (a, 0 b, + h + die 
= L- aObx~+aO~,xc,+aO~,xc, !I c 
Ml 
Ync&"v @ "axG, + x1 @Y2xG, 
t .% @ bxo +X2 @YlXG, + c Y&n2Wm @ wnaxG, 
Ml+1 
t a 0 bxr + C ~mcm~wn 0 emxr + g 
1 III * 
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G 11 4 - [ 
MZ 
1 7wmcm2eAm 1 +g 1Ii* 
+ 11 i 2 ymcm eAm - F %&n2 1%I I2 xG,“r - ;+l %ncvn2wna @ wmxG, (I+ 
1 
+ WV + W2) 
G EC + C cm2[ll eAm - / vm I2 I/* + 11 1 %n I2 xD\G, II*] 
1 
+ y h2 II eAm - wnz 8 wmxGr II* + o(sl) + O@2) 
Ml+1 
(In the next to the last estimate keep in mind the result of Lemma 1.) We also 
have (by (2.39) and (2.45)) that [1(x, + x2) @ dkxD II* < Ml 6, + M2 6, for all 
R = I,..., i. We now choose 8, and 6, so small that each of the terms /j xi /I2 , 
I/ yi /I2 , /I x2 /I2 , and /j y2 /I2 is bounded by a2 and small enough so that 
IIL - (a1 0 bl + h + g)ll* < 4% (2.46) 
and for all k = I,..., i, 
llh + ~2) 0 d,xD I/* -c i-e’. (2.47) 
Using Lemma 5 and multiplying by an appropriate power of x, we see there 
exists a function f~ S such that If  / > 1 g Ill2 almost everywhere on r and 
Ilf II2 < a2. Let gl =f and g2 = (dj) XI-. Then 
g = g1.F2 (2.48) 
and II g, II2 and 11 g, II2 are bounded by 62. 
We next construct x E S and y  EL~(~ jG,vr) so that 
(a + 4(b + Y) xr = g + h, (2.49) 
II@ + 4 0 (b + Y) XD - 4 0 bl II* < &. (2.50) 
First we deal with the function h, defined by h, = Cf”l ymcnt2 / v, I2 xc. Let 
h2 =~%n21%n 12Xr and let 6, be a small positive constant (to be determined 
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later). Let V = {z E P h,(z) > 0). We define a collection (Vm}F of sets by 
induction. Let 
for all i 3 l}. 
For m > 1, let 
V, = {z E V\(V, U ... U V+r): 1 v,(z)1 3 / v&)l for all i >, l}. 
Since 2 cm2 < 1, it follows that / vi, I2 3 h, on V, . We decompose each V, 
into V,, and V,, as follows: 
and 
By Szegii’s theorem there exists a function CJJ~ in Hm such that 
Multiplyin&vm by an appropriate power of z, we may assume /I ~n;umxD iI2 < 6,. 
Let TI = x1 1 9)mel, . We are interested in its norm: 
(note:rjv\jg Vi)) =O) 
We now show that I v I2 >, ah, on T if 6, is chosen sufficiently small. On 
r\V both functions equal zero a.e. (CL). On V,, we have 
3 (h2)l/2 - s,2 c / vi / 
> (122)1/Z - M,~.#z,)~/~. 
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On Vm2 we have 
I v I 3 I %n% I - 1 I %“i I 
i#m 
2 8, I %z I - Wh2 I %I I 
= w - ~1~3) I vnl I 
3 (1 - Jq&)(h,)r~“. 
We now choose 6, sufficiently small so that /I v /I2 < S2 and I v I2 3 &h, on lT 
Hence/v12>+IhrIonr. 
We define the sets A,, A,, A,, and A, as follows: 
A, = {x E r: I 31 I 3 6 I u. I, I ~1 I > I ~2 I, I ~1 I 3 I 2, I, I ~1 I 3 I g, I>> 
A,={z~r: 1x21 3614, 1x21 >!x,/, 1x21 3 14, 1x21 2 Ig,/I, 
A,=$E~: /VI >Slal, Iv1 > 1x11, Iv/ > 1x21, Iv 2 Ig,Ih 
~q=~~~~l~~l~~l~/,lg,I~I~,l~/~,I~I~,I~Ig,/~l~/~. 
Letf,EHm,j=1,...,4,bechosensothat 
for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Multiplying by an appropriate power of z we may assume 
Ilfi%~1XD Ill > llf2~2~IXD Ill 3 Il.f&lXD III 3 and llf4gl&rxD /I1 are each less than 
&; and that lIfiG&xD III, llf2~2&xD III T Ilf3~&xD IL , and Ilf&&x~ IL are each 
less than 1~’ for K = 1 )..., i. 
Now le: x = x1 + x2 +frx, + fixa +f,v + f4gl . Observe that x E .P and 
by (2.47) and the last paragraph that 
II x 0 4xo II < E’ (2.51) 
for k = l,..., i. We are interested in the modulus of a + x. On A, , we have 
(remember 8 < &is) 
I a + x I 3 Ifi% I - (I a I + I Xl I + I x2 I + lf2x2 I + I hv I + If& I> 
3 f  I x1 I - (y + 5 I Xl I) 
n 
b +1 I 
~l4+l~l+Ig,l. (2.52) 
Similarly on A, , A, , and A, we have 
lafxl a Ial+ loI+ I&l. (2.53) 
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But we also have on I’\(A, u A, u A, u A4) that 
l~+~l~l~lil~I+lgl-~I~~/+I~2I+Ifi~1I+Ifi~2I+lf3~l 
+lf481l+I4+/gll) 
>(Iul + I u I + lg, IN - 86). (2.54) 
Combining inequalities (2.52), (2.53), and (2.54), we have 
I u + x I 3 (I a I + I a I + lg, I)(1 - 86) (2.55) 
almost everywhere (VZ) on I’. We also note that 
/I x II2 < II x1 II2 + II x2 II2 + llfi~l II2 + llf2x2 II2 + IlfP II2 + Iv&l II2 
<2S2+ 166 
< 176. (2.56) 
It is easy to see that there exist functions #1 and I,$ inL”(p Ir) with I #r I = 
/ t,$ / = 1 almost everywhere on I’ such that, on r, we have 
Let b, = b + 21&v + &g, . Using (2.48), (2.55) and the fact / e, I2 > &h, on r, 
we have 
I@ + 4 b2 I 3 (1 - W(l a I + I u I + I gl I)(1 b I + 2 I n i + I g2 I) 
a(1 -8S)/n6+~y,c,ll~,,,2+g/ 
1 
a.e. on I’. Therefore, the function 0 defined as 
(j= ~~+CrnaCm21%12+g 
(0 + x) b, Xr 
belongs to Lm(m). We now define y  ~L~(po,,r) as follows: 
Y =(Bb2--6)Xr+(Y1+Yz)Xc,. 
Note that b + y  = Bb2xr + & . We estimate the norm of b + y: 
/I b + y  112 = /I e(b + 2?b + hg,) k’r + hr, + (71 + 82) XC, 112 
< & (II ZJ II2 $,3S2) + 2S2 
G & II b II2 + 8P. (2.57) 
(The last inequality follows because 6 < A.) 
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Now on r we have 
(a + x)(b + Y) = ah + 2 Y&n2 I vm I2 + g 
which establishes (2.49). On the open disc D 
(a + x)(b + y) = (a + x) 61 . 
Therefore we have 
II@ + xl@ +Y) XD - a1 0 4 /I* 
= ll”h 0 4 +-fix, 0 4 +f3v 0 4 +f4glo 61 II* < is 
which establishes (2.50). Thus, by (2.46), (2.49), and (2.50), we have 
IIL - (a + 4 0 (b + Y>ll* -=c c. (2.58) 
The results of (2.51), (2.55), (2.56) (2.57), and (2.58) are precisely the conclusions 
of the lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let L E P”(p), and r < 1. Then there exist vectors x E ,Z and 
Y‘ EL2(P I G,Ur) and a universal constant C( < 2 . 212) such that 
L=x@y’ (2.59) 
and m4ll x II2 , II Y’ It,) < C IIL V2. 
Proof. Let L E P”(p)* with I/L 11 = 21-4. It suffices to show there exist x and 
y’ (in the appropriate spaces) satisfying (2.59) with max(/i x II2 , l/y’ 11,) < 2. 
Choose S with 16 < 6-l < 21. Let a = b = 0. By Lemma 6 there exist 
vectors x1 E & and yi E L2(p Icrvr) with // xi /]a < 176, Ij yi /i < 8S2, and 
lIL--x,oY,l/<~8. 
By induction we now define vectors x2 , xQ ,..., in .Z and y, , ya ,..., inL2(plo,vr) 
satisfying 





Yk <---- c yk + Wn, 
k=l 2 II II 1 - @” k=l 2 
jiL - (il xk) @ (;lYf$~e < s4(n+1)- 
A simple computation shows that x = Cy xk is in 3, /I x /I2 ,( 2, and 11 C: yk /I2 < 
2 for each n. Let {cy’ yr} be a subsequence of {c: ylc} that converges weakly in 
L2(P I GTur), say to the vector y’. 
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Then for any function q~ E P”(p), we have 
= <(PX,Y’), 
that is, L -= x @ y’. 
Remark. Let P denote the projection of L2(p) onto Z and set y  = Py’ 
where x and y’ are given by Lemma 7. Using the natural map from a(S) onto 
P”(p), we see that if L E (u(S), a-wet)* there exist vectors x and y  in J? and a 
universal constant C such that 
for all T E Q!(S) and max(il x II2 , // y  /i2) < C /IL l11j2. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a subnormal operator on .F with minimal normal 
extension N on X. If L E (02(S), o-wet)*, there exist vectors x and y  in # and a 
universal constant C such that 
for all 7’ E GY(S) and 
L(T) = e-x, Y? (2.60) 
max(ll x II2 , lly2 II) < C IIL Ill”. (2.61) 
Proof. We first consider the case where S has a cyclic vector. Using a result 
of Bram [3], we can assume there exists a measure p such that N = M, on 
LB(p). By Theorem 4.11 in [6] there exist a countable collection of mutually 
singular measures pLo , pr ,... such that p = C,, pi , and a countable collection of 
disjoint simply connected regions G, , G, ,..., such that 
By Theorem 7.1 in [6] there exist closed reducing subspaces Z’O , Z1 ,... for 
S such that 
S iHo = M, on JW.,), (2.62) 
M, on L2(pi) is the minimal normal extension ot S /xi for i = 1, 2,..., (2.63) 
Pm&) = H=‘(G,) for all i > 1. P.64) 
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[The reader should consult [6] for an explanation of the terminology used 
above.] 
Fix i 3 1 for this paragraph and let $ be the conformal map of D onto Gi . 
Using [14, Lemma 4.41, we see that 3 can be extended to a map from D onto 
Gi in such a way so that if p=t~~o#V and 9i={g~L2(j3):g=fo$ for 
f~ Zi}, then M, on L2(pi) is unitarily equivalent to M, , multiplication by 4, 
on L2(p); S jzi is unitarily equivalent to M4 idp, and Pv$) = Hz. Using [lo, 
Lemma I], we see that # is a weak-star generator bf H”. Hence Gl(M, I,.) =: H” 
(where the equal sign, of course, means isometrically isomorphic and weak-star 
homeomorphic under the natural map). Clearly then 9i is also invariant under 
M, (on L2@)). We also note that M, on L2(p) is th e minimal normal extension of 
M, lY, by [6, Theorem 6.11. It now follows, by the remark after Lemma 7, 
that there exist vectors xi and yi in Hi and a universal constant C such that if 
L E (a(S lpi), o-wet)*, then 
for all T E G?(S IXi), and 
L(T) = CT% > Yi> (2.65) 
max(ll xi II, /I Yi II) < C II L II”‘. (2.66) 
Returning to the case at hand, we let L E (Q!(S), a-wet)* and Li GE L jacs,#,j 
for i = 0, I,... . Since S J#, is normal, clearly there exist vectors x0 and y,, ih 
%s with max(//x,//, liyOljl) < CllLo~/1/2 such that L,(T) = (Tq, ,y,,) for all 
T E Q!(S I#,). Choose xi and yi in Zi satisfying (2.65) and (2.66) for Lj for all 
i > 1. We compute 
(2.67) 
Hence the parital sums of the infinite series Co xi are Cauchy. Let x denote its 
sum and using (2.67) again, we see II x II2 < C (/ L lj1/2. Similar reasoning shows 
y  = Coyi belongs to &@ and 11 y  II2 < C II L l11j2. Clearly we also have 
for all T E GZ(S). 
L(T) = G%Y) 
Now let S be any subnormal on 2 with Nits minimal normal extension on 
X. Without loss of generality we can assume there exists a countable collection 
of measures {pi} such that pi+r < pi and 
iv =@Mzi on @L2(pi). 
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Note that pi is the scalar spectral measure for N. By the proof in [5, Proposition 
4, Chap. 11, there exists h = C @ h, in 8 such that for each g = C @ gi in 3’ 
we have 
for each i. Note that pi and 1 h, 1 dpi are mutually absolutely continuous because 
N is the minimal normal extension of S. Therefore h is a separating vector for 
w*(N), so we can assume by changing basis that ti 3 H2(p1), where H2(p1) is 
the closure of the (analytic) polynomials in L2(p1). (Consult [7, Chap. 41.) A 
simple application of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem shows M, on L2(p1) is the 
minimal normal extension of S IHe . By the result of the preceding case we see 
that if L E (a(S), o-wet)* and L’ = L 1 a(S,Hegllj) , there exist vectors x and y in 
HZ&i) such that 
for all # E P”(pi) and max(jj x (I2 , II y 11,) < C//L’ /11/2, where C is the previous 
universal constant. By the properties of the scalar spectral measure p1 , we then 
have 
L(T) = (Tx,Y) 
for all T E a(S) and max(li x (I2 , II y 11,) < C/l L //1/2. 
3. REFLEXIVITY OF SUBNORMAL OPERATORS 
Before we start we present a lemma that will be useful to future arguments. 
The proof is elementary. 
LEMMA 8. Let S be a subnormal operator acting on a space &? with M, on 
L+) its minimal normal extension. Fix a vector f E Z and let Zf = { pfi p is a 
polynomial}-L2~P) and A = {x E spt p: 1 f (x)1 > 01. Then the minimal normal 
extension of S lHf is M, on xdL2(p). 
Proof. Let 3? = (gf: g E C(spt CL)}- Lz(u). By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, 
Mz on X is the minimal normal extension of S I*, . It is well known that 
every reducing subspace for M, on LB(p) is of the form xcL2(p) for some Bore1 
set G. Let A’ be a Bore1 set such that xdtL2(p) = X. Clearly A 3 A’. 
Let A, = (.x E spt p: If (x)] > l/n}. Using Lusin and Riesz’s theorems, we 
can choose a sequence {g,> of continuous functions such that 11 g, (Im < n and 
g, + (1 /f ) x4,(p) almost everywhere. By the Lebesgue-dominated convergence 
theorem we see that xd E X for all n. Therefore A’ = A. 
We begin, as in Secti& 2 by considering a subnormal operator S on 3’ whose 
minimal normal extension N is equal to M, on LB(p). We also assume, to begin 
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with, that P”(p) = Hw(D). As explained before, this allows us to normalize 
p so that there exists a Bore1 set rC aD such that 
where m denotes normalized Lcbesgue measure on 30. 
Let {I’j) be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of aD such that 
m (r\(U rj)) = O = m ((U rj)\r)- 
We fix j. Let {J,J denote the countable collection of pair-wise disjoint open sub- 
arcs of aD such that 
aD\l-, = U J,, . 
Adding a finite number of points to I’j , if necessary, we may assume that the 
distance from zero to Jn is greater than 1 - I/j for all n. (The reason for this 
technical assumption will be seen later. Let us also remark that we will be using 
the results of Section 2 with X corresponding to rj .) Let I, denote the chord 
joining the endpoints of Jn . Finally, let Fs denote the union of the regions 
bounded by Jn u I, (union over all n). 
Only part of Lemma 6 was used to prove Theorem 1. The full extent of this 
result is the foundation for the proof of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 9 (Notation as above). Let {Lj} be a sequence of elements in Pa(p)* . 
Let t E L2(p). There exist u sequence {bj} with bi E L2(p IFiur) for each j and a vector 
01 E 2’ so that 
for each j. 
Lj = (a + t) @ bj 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 11 Lj /I = Si4 for each j, 
xi 6, is finite, rj (1 - 86,)-l is finite, and 6, < & for all j. Choose a doubly 
indexed sequence of numbers {<jk} so that cjr < -il-,- for each (j, K) and so small 
so that nj,k (1 - 84-l and xj,k cik are finite. Let B: N x N + N be a 
bijection such that B( j, k) < B(j’, k’) if j <j and k < k’. (We visualize 
N x N as a matrix. Associate to the first column of the matrix, say at entry 
(j, l), the two numbers Sj and cil . At any other entry, say at (j, k), associate 
the number cik . The main idea of the proof is to approximate Lj along the jth 
row of the matrix. If we are at position (j, k), we want to approximate Lj by 
(t + ol,) @ bj, where n = B( j, k), ollz E 2, and bi, E L2(p 1 Fivr) so that {a,} is a 
Cauchy sequence in X, 11 Lj - (t + or,) @ bjk II.+ + 0 as k + co, and so that the 
sequence (11 bjk II> is bounded.) 
We proceed by induction (on the range of B). For n = 1 = B(l, 1) we apply 
Lemma 6 with a = t, b = 0, S = 6, , 6 = (f11)4 to find Q E H, b,, E L2(p I F,ur) 
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so that II al1 II2 -=c 17% , II bll II < 8a12, I a,, + t 1 > (1 - 86,) 1 t 1 almost every- 
where on F and 
II Ll - (a11 + t) 0 bll II* < (%d4- 
Let OCR = alI . 
The induction assumption goes as follows: if n = B( j, 1) we assume that 
uj, E S and bj, EL~(~ IF.yy) have been found, 01, = cy,-r + ad, , and 1 
II ai1 II2 < 17%) 
II bj, II2 < Q2, 
Ia, + t I 2 (1 - @)(I (~a-1 + t I) 
almost everywhere on r, 
and 
II Lj - (%I + t, 0 bjI II* < (Ej1)4~ 
for all1 (f, A’) with B( j’, k’) < n. 
In the other possible case where n = B( j, K) with k > 1, we assume that 
Ujk E %’ and bik EL~(~ IFjvr) have been obtained, OL, = o~,-r + uj, , 
II ujk II2 < 17Ei,k-r 7 
+ f3(9,d2, 
where the terms 6, and E,.~ in these products are precisely those with B(r, 1) < n 
and B(r, S) < n, respectively, 
I 01, + t I > (1 - 8rj,lc4) I CG-I + t I 
almost everywhere on r, 
and 
IILj - (an + t) 0 bj, /I* ==z (Ejk)4, 
II Lj’ - [(% + t, 0 bj’k’XD + (a,!f(j’,k’) + t, 0 bj’k’Xr]ll* < (Ej’Jc’)4 
for all ( j’, K’) with B( j’, k’) < 12. 
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We now proceed with the inductive step. Case 1: suppose n + 1 = B(m, 1) 
forsomem>1.WeapplyLemma6witha=~,+t,b=0,B=8,,~= 
(%rd4, L = -La 7 E’ sufficiently small (to be determined later), and (dr ,..., di} = 
hJs(j.~)sn to obtain am1 6 *, bml E-WP IF,~F) so that 
II bm~llz < %n2, 
I 01, + amI + t I 3 (1 - 8L) I 01, + t I 
almost everywhere on r, 
II& - (an + am1 + t) 0 bm, II* < (d4, 
and (assuming the induction hypotheses) we choose E’ small enough so that 
II Lj - I(% + amI + t> 0 ~MD + (~BG,K) + t> 0 bi*~~lll* < (c.cJ4 
for all (j, k) with B(j, k) < n. Define 01,+r = 01, + a,, . 
Case 2: suppose 1z + 1 = B(m, p) with p > 1. Note by the induction 
hypotheses we have 
II&n - [((% + t) XD + ((ye(m.~ + t) Xi-) @ hn.,-Jll* < (%~,D-I)~. 
Therefore if a = 0~~ -I- t and b = b,,,-gD f bm.p-l((CYB(m,p-l) + i)/(& + t)) xr 
(see the statement after inequality (3.1)), we have 
IlL - a 0 6 II < (~m,p-1)4. 
We apply Lemma 6 with L = L, , a and b as defined above, 6 = ~,,,+r, 
E = (em,J4 to obtain a,, E YE’, b,, cL2(p IFmUr) so that 
II a,, II2 < 17f,,-, j 
1 
II hn, II2 < 1 _ 8E,,p--1 II b II2 + 8(+a,,-d2, 
I a:n + amD + t I 3 (1 - fkn,~--1) I % + t I 
almost everywhere on r, and 
II& - (an + a,, + t) 0 L, II* < (~p)~; 
and we choose E’ of Lemma 6 so small (where the size of E’ is determined by the 
induction hypotheses) so that 
114 - [(an + am, + t) 0 bjkXD + (~BG,M + t) 0 b~~xrlll* < (cjr14 
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for all (j, K) with B(j, K) < n. We set 01,+r = a, + am9 . This case will be 
finished if we obtain the desired estimate on /j b,, 11s .
Let us first observe that by induction hypotheses we have 
I an + t I > [4 - %Jlb(l - 8~.~c--l)l I olg(,,p-I) + t I (3.1) 
almost everywhere on F. The terms 6, and ejk appearing in these products are 
precisely those with B(m, p - 1) < B( j, 1) < B(m, p) and B(m, p - 1) < 
B(j, K) < B(m, p), respectively. [This computation also shows why the term 
bmD-I((~~(m,V,-r) + t)/(& + t)) xr in the definition of b belongs to L2(p).] Hence, 
by induction we have 
+ 8(~n.,-J” 
1 
’ 1 - SE~,~-~ IK 
GB~m.p--l) + t 
Gi, + t m II L,,-I II2 
+ 8(~w-1)” 
by using inequality (3.1). Also note the products involving &‘s and Ej,k’s are 
over those j with B( j, 1) < B(m, p) and those (j, k) with B(j, K) < B(m, p). 
It now follows that (cu,} is a Cauchy sequence in S because Cj 69 and 
xj,lc cik are finite. We let a! = lim a, . It also follows that the bi,k’~ are uniformly 
bounded inL2(p) norm because all the appropriate infinite products are finite. 
By induction we now have 
lim j/ Lj - (CYn + t) @ bjp I/ = 0. 
Pm 
If we let 6, be any weak cluster point of the sequence (bje}e then, by construction, 
6, EL2(P I F,Ur) and if we use an argument identical to that given at the end of the 
proof of Lemma 7, we have 
Lj = (a + t) @ bj , 
for each j. This finishes the proof. 
We now recall a topological concept introduced in [ 111. Let K be a compact 
subset of D. Let U be a component of D\K. Then a E aU II aD is called a strong 
580/37/3-4 
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boundary point of U if for each (Y E (0, ZT), there exists an isosceles triangle Tora 
such that a is a vertex of T,, ; int T,, C U; the interior angle of T,, at a has 
measure Al; the radial line segment from zero to the point a bisects the interior 
angle at a. (The set of strong boundary points of a component U of D\K is 
a Bore1 set (Lemma 4, [Ill).) 
The next lemma follows from the construction of the set Fj . 
LEMMA 10. Every point of rj that is not an endpoint of a complementary 
line segment is a strong boundary point of D\i;ij . 
If 7 is a measure, then H2(,r) denotes the closure of the polynomials inP(~). 
If X E C, then h is called a point evaluation for P(T) if there exists a constant C 
such that 1 p(h)1 < C 11 p /I2 for all polynomials p. In this case the smallest such C 
is called the norm of the point evaluation. 
If /\ is a point evaluation the map p -p(X), p a polynomial, extends to a 
continuous linear functional on H2(,r). For a function f in N2(7) the value of 
f under this linear functional will be denoted 3((h). The facts contained in the 
next lemma are well known. 
LEMMA 11. Let U be a bounded component of the complement of the support 
of a measure 7. Suppose one point in U is a bounded point evaluation for H2(r). 
Then every point in U is a bounded point evaluation for Hz(r). The function 3 is 
analytic in Ufor every f E Hz(r). If g E H2(r) n L”(T), then d is a bounded analytic 
function in U; in fact, 
Ef: I .&)I G IIg /Is . 
If Y is a measure with v carried by U and g E H2(7 + v), then 
glu=.f v a.e. 
(Note: Since g E H2(7 + V) we have g E H2(7). The function t in the last 
equality is computed when g is viewed as an element of H2(.r).) 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4 in [lo] h s ows that if one point evaluation 
exists in U, then every point in U gives rise to a point evaluation. Furthermore 
this proof shows that the norms of the point evaluations are uniformly bounded 
on compact subsets of U; hence, 3 is analytic on U for every f E H2(.r). 
Suppose there exists a function f E H2(7) n L”(r) with 1) f /I7 < 1 but there 
exists a X E U such that 1 f”(X)\ > 1. For every positive integer n let g, = f n. An 
easy argument shows that ,jn(h) = [3(X)]“. Clearly I/ g, iI2 goes to zero as n 4 co. 
Hence, by continuity, 
This is absurd. 
I &d~)I - 0 as 72-W. 
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The last part of the lemma is clearly true for polynomials. I f  g E H2(7 + Y), 
choose a sequence {pm} of polynomials that converge in norm to g and that 
converge pointwise to g almost everywhere (T + v). Hence, 
B lu = ;+iptI Iu 
= b_mm $n I u 
=dllJ 
almost everywhere (u). 
The proof of the next lemma can be found in [l 11. 
LEMMA 12. Let p be a measure supported in D, Pm(~) = H” and U a component 
of D\spt TV. Suppose every point of U is a bounded point evaluation for H2(p). Then 
for every f  E H2&) n Lm(~) the nontangential limit off exists and equals f(a) at 
almost every strong boundary point a of U. 
We now have the machinery that is needed to establish the fact that subnormal 
operators are reflexive. Notice in the proofs of the next three lemmas and the 
theorem a concrete representation of those subspaces in Lat S that are pertinent 
to the problem is given. 
LEMMA 13. Let S be a subnormal operator on 2 with minimal normal extension 
M, on L2(p). Assume further that Pm(~) = Hco and S has a cyclic vector. Then 
Alg Lat S n {S)’ = -y(S). 
Proof. We assume the construction performed at the beginning of this 
section has been done. In passing, we should point out that the normalization 
of making p /sD = m jr prevents us from also assuming Z = HP(p). 
Let T E Alg Lat S n (S)‘. A result of Yoshino [16] implies that T lifts to an 
operator commuting with N; hence, there exists a function 0 E L2(p) such that 
T r-7 MO , multiplication by 0, on X. 
Let e, denote the weak-star continuous linear functional on H” of evaluation 
at 0. Let Lj = e, for all j = 1, 2,... and use Lemma 8 to find a vector CL E 3’ 
and a sequence {bj} with 6, gL2(p IFjUr) so that 
e, = 01 @ b, 
for all j. Let *e = {pa: p a polynomial}- L2(u) be the cyclic invariant subspace 
(for S) generated by 01. Clearly sm C X. Let /3 be the measure defined by 
d/3 = / IY I2 dp. The map p +pa where p is a polynomial can be extended to a 
linear isometry, say U, of H2@) onto Xm that induces a unitary equivalence 
between the operators M, on these spaces. Moreover, we also have, for any j, 
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so that the space H2(( a I2 dp IF,“r) has bounded point evaluations throughout 
the component D\Fj by Lemma 11. Clearly then Hz@) has point evaluations 
throughout the open unit disc D because of the properties of the sets Fj . 
Since JE” E Alg Lat S, it follows that MO on Zz belongs to Alg Lat (S i*-). 
Using the unitary operator U, we see that MO on Hz@) resides in Alg Lat 
(Mz on H2(/3)). By Lemma 11 and the construction of the sets Fj , it follows that 
0 is a bounded analytic function on D. By Lemmas 11 and 12 and the properties 
of the sets Fj we have 0 E P”(p). Therefore Alg Lat S n (5’) C w(S). Since the 
reverse inclusion is true for any operator the lemma is established. 
LEMMA 14. Let S be a subnormal operator acting on a space .F with Mz on 
LQ) as its minimal normal extension. Assume further that P*(p) = Hm and S 
has a cyclic vector. Then Alg Lat S C {S}‘. Th ere ore, by Lemma 13, S is a rejlexive f 
operator. 
Proof. We use the results and the notation in the proof of the previous lemma. 
Suppose T E Alg Lat S and let Tl = T IHa and T, = WIT,lJ. Clearly then 
T, E Alg Lat (Mz on Hz@)). We want to show T, commutes with ikrz . For 
5 E D, let k, denote the vector in H2(/3) such that p(t) = (p, k,) for every 
polynomial p. Clearly k, spans [(z - 5) H”@)]’ because 1 is a cyclic vector. 
Since T2 E Alg Lat(Mz on H2(#?)) it f  o 11 ows that T,* leaves [(z - 5) H2(/3)]’ 
invariant for 5 E D. Therefore there exists ~(5) in C such that 
It follows that 
T,*k, = v,(5) k, . 
CT2 P, kc) = d51~(5) 
for each polynomial p. Because the polynomials are dense in H2(/3), we have for 
all g E H2(/?) that 
(zg, 4) = Kg, 4). 
Thus 
W2 P, kc) = &G)P(~) 
= (T,zP, 4) 
for all polynomials p and all 1 E D. 
Let g be a function in He@). Since j(S) = (g, k,) and the polynomials are 
dense in H2(fi), it follows that 
(MJ’zdW = (T&zg)W 
for every 5 in D. Let f = MzT2g - T,M,g. By Szegii’s theorem there exists an 
outer function 0 in Ha such that tlf laD eLm(/3 I&. Since (Of )" = flf = 0 
almost everywhere (8) in D, it follows that Of E H2(fi) n Lm(fi). Using Lemma 12 
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we conclude thatf is the zero function. Thus T,ME = M,T, . Using the unitary 
operator U, we see that TS = ST on the space Xa. 
Now let h be a vector in 2. By Lemma 9, there exist a vector y in tia and 
a sequence of vectors {bJ with bj in Lp(p j (Fjvr)nd) such that 
e, = (h + y) 0 bj 
for every j. (Here d = {x E spt p: j n(x)1 > 0). Lemma 9 applies because 
P”(p Id) = N”. This last equality follows because H2(/?) has point evaluations 
throughout II.) Repeating the argument in the first part of this proof with 
OI’ = h + y, we have TS(h + y) = ST(h + y). Since y E X@ and T commutes 
with S on Xti , it follows that TSh = STh. Since h was an arbitrary vector in 2, 
the proof is done. 
LEMMA 15. Let S be a subnormal operator on a space 2 with N on X as its 
minimal normal extension. Let p be a scalar spectral measure for N and assume 
P=(p) = Hm. Then S is a reflexive operator. 
Proof. We can assume N = @ M, on @ L2(& where {pi} is a countable 
collection of measures such that pi+r <pi and pL1 = p is the scalar spectral 
measure. Using the proof of Chaumat [5, Proposition 4, Chap. 11, we can find 
a vector 4’ = C gi in 2 such that 1 qi 1 dp and pi are mutually absolutely 
continuous. It now follows that there exist scalars hi such that q = C h,q, belongs 
to 2 and 1 q 1 dpi and ~~ are mutually absolutely continuous. 
Let T E Alg Lat S. Let tiQ be the closure of the linear manifold {p(S) p: p a 
polynomial) in X. Since S IJE”, has a cyclic vector and the scalar spectral measure 
for the minimal normal extension of this operator is CL, we can apply Lemma 14 
to find a function 0, E Pm(~) such that T lzq = Me, . 
Suppose t = C ti is another vector in X with the same properties as q. Then 
T I%“, = MOt for some 8, E Pm(p). It is easy to find a nonzero complex number h 
such that qi + Xti is nonzero almost everywhere (pi) for all i. Let r = q + ht. 
Then there exists 8+. in Pm&) so that T Iti, = MO,. Now 
and 
T(q + At> = &q + h&t 
Therefore 
T(r) = B,q + AO,t. 
(e, - eojq = qe, - e?)t. 
Let 1 = (0, - 0,Jq = ,I(& - 0,)t. Since 8, - 8, and 0, - Br belong to P”(p), 
we have 1 E & n St. On the set where 1 equals zero we have l3,. = 8, = (IQ .
NOW Tl = l?,l = 8,l so that 8, = Bcr on the set where 1 is nonzero. 
Now let f = C fi be any nonzero vector in 2’. As before we can find a X E C, 
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X # 0 such that fi + I\qi is nonzero almost everywhere (pa) for all i. Let g = 
f + hq. By the argument above we have Tg = 0,g. But 
T(g) = Tf + ATq 
= Tf + Aeqq. 
Therefore Tf = Bn f. Since 0, E Pa(p) and f  was arbitrary, the proof is finished. 
THEOREM 3. Every subnormal operator is reflexive. 
Proof. Let S be a subnormal operator on 9 and N ita minimal normal 
extension on X. Let p be the scalar spectral measure for N. By Theorem 4.1 I in 
[6] there are countable collections of mutually singular measures, {P~}~.,, , and 
simply connected regions, {G,)+r , such that 
By Theorem 7.1 in [6] there exist closed reducing subspaces .z$ , i > 0, for S, 
and closed reducing subspaces Xi , i > 1, for N, such that 
(4 s Im, is a reductive normal operator, 
(b) N Iz, is the minimal normal extension of S I#4 for all i > 1, 
(c) pi is the scalar spectral measure for Ni for all i 3 1 (and Pm&) = 
f-f”(G > PCL~)), 
(4 W) = w*(S Iti> @Cm 0 WS IsJ. 
Hence by Theorem 2 we have 
(4 @YS) = w*(S IX,> 0 Ll 0 w(S ki)- 
Since the spaces Xi reduce the operator S and S IX, is normal (therefore, 
reflexive [13]) it is sufficient to prove S IX6 is reflexive for all i > 1. 
Fix i > 1 and let v  be the conformal map of D onto Gi . Extend IJJ to the 
boundary of D by giving it its radial limits. By Lemma 4.4 in [14], Lemma 8.6 in 
[6], and Theorems 6.1 and 8.11 in [6], f  i Y is the measure defined on D by 
v(E) = p(v(E)) for all Bore1 sets E C B, then there exists a normal operator Ni 
with scalar spectral measure v  with P”(v) = H”, and an invariant subspace 9i 
for v(NJ such that S Ipp, is unitarily equivalent to v(Ni)lsi , and v(NJ is the 
minimal normal extension of this latter subnormal operator. 
By Lemma 1 in [lo] we know that p is a weak-star generator of H”. Hence 
Yi is also invariant for Ni , W(v(NJj<J = W(Ni jzJ, and furthermore Ni is 
the minimal normal extension of Ni jsp, If  we appeal to Theorem 6.1 in [6] again. 
Therefore, by Lemma 15, Ni IPe, is reflexive. Since y  is a weak-star generator of 
H”, it follows that Lat (Ni Is*) = Lat(v(Ni)19J. Hence F(N~)\~~ is reflexive. 
The proof is done if we recall S I*, is unitarily equivalent to p(Ni)lgpi . 
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